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The House taking notice of the Resolution "Expressing support for Democracy in Pakistan'

adopted on June ZSth,2024 in the United States house of Representatives.

Recognizing the United States of America as an lmportant and valued partner; Recalling the

spirit of the Constitution of Pakistan 1973 and affirming commitment to upholding the

universal norms of democracy and fundamental human enshrined in it; Reiterating Pakistan's

efforts to safeguard and uphold the afore-mentioned principles in letter and spirit, in line with

the aspirations of our people and the vision of our founding fathers;

Reaffirming pakistan's commitment to building a strong and stable democratic society, the

House deeply regrets that the subject Resolution clearly reflects an incomplete and wrong

understanding of the political and electoral process of Pakistan;

The House regrets that the Resolution does not acknowledge the free and enthusiastic

exercise of the right to vote by millions of Pakistanis in the General Elections held on 8th

February, 2024. An ndependent and sovereign country like Pakistan will not accept any

intederence in its internal affairs and the subject Resolution is an attempt to undermine the

state;

The Resolution draws attention of the US Congress to more important issues such as the

ongoing acts of genocide inGaza, gross human rights violations in lndian lllegally Occupied

Jammu and Kashmir and state-sanctioned atrocities against minorities, especially the

[/luslims, in ndia;

The House calls upon the US and the world community to take immediate steps to alleviate

the suffering of the innocent people of Gaza and ndian lllegally Occupied Jammu and

Kashmir;

The House encourages and affirms its commitment to strong and cooperative bilateral

relations with the United States based on mutual respect and sovereign equality; and

expresses the hope that in future the US Congress will play a more constructive role in

strengthening pakistan-US bilateral relations by focusing on avenues of collaboration for

mutual benefit of both our people and countries;
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The House calls upon the Government of Pakistan to strengthen bilateral cooperation with

the United States by enhancing channels of communication to ally such misperceptions and

work towards a harmonious relationship for the progress and prosperity of the people of both

cou ntries.
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